Classic
Natural Clay with
Terracotta and
Cinnamon Tones

“

“You guys were great to work with! There was always somebody there
I could talk to when I had a question. The product went on great and
I can not believe how beautiful it looks. Great product! Thanks.”
—Ray, Maryland

“

“Took a bit of searching to find a product that would reasonably match
original brick on home for detached garage, most was antique or
heavily tumbled. This brick worked perfectly to help style the detached
garage to fit the home.”
—AC, Johnstown, ON

“

“Very beautiful. Easy to put up. It should have matching end joints
so you could not see the joints. The color in the brochure does not
match the product.”
—Jerry, Mississippi

“

“The order was delivered the day it was supposed to be. We found
the material very easy to install and the client loved the material. We
would recommend. The sales staff was great to work with.”
—Mike, Georgia

“

“I installed GenStone throughout my kitchen and created a nicho with
the extra product.”
—Sam, California

Classic Color
Profile Inspiration
Classic brick truly never goes
out of style. Versatile and
timeless, this sophisticated
design has always been a
favorite. The design team
was inspired by the charming
essence of this handsome brick

CLASSIC BRICK SYSTEM

style and created our GenStone
Classic faux brick panels.
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Just as you can imagine,
our Classic faux brick design
features a base of bold, red clay,
gently washed with warm terra
cotta and cinnamon tones. This
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chic design pays homage to the
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traditional brick styles of the
past but with a current, modern
flair. Try Classic faux brick panels
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on your next project. Order a
sample today.
Try out our visualizer to see if
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Classic is the best color choice
for your next project!
genstone.com/imagine-brick

1. Half Panel

4. Corner (Outside & Inside)

2. Full Panel

5. Ledger

3. Corner Ledger (Outside & Inside)

6. Trim

NEED HELP? WE’RE LISTENING!
COLOR SELECTION • PERSONALIZED QUOTE • INSTALL
Connect with a GenStone Project Coordinator and find answers to all of
your questions. From choosing the right color for your project to how
much GenStone you need and how to install it, our team is available to
you on demand and at no additional cost.
Request a Project SOS here or give us a call 24/7 at 1-855-397-1294 for
help with your project.

